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_NAME: Mary Wallenen

_DATE_: July 5, 1940

_CITY_ or TOWN: West Paris

_STREET ADDRESS_: R.3

_HOW LONG IN UNITED STATES_: 34 years

_HOW LONG IN MAINE_: 29 years

_BORN IN_: Finland

_DATE OF BIRTH_: 1873

_IF MARRIED, HOW MANY CHILDREN_: 3

_OCCUPATION_: Housewife

_NAME OF EMPLOYER_ (PRESENT OR LAST):

_ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER:_

/english: Speak yes, Read no, Write no

_OTHER LANGUAGES_: Finnish

_HAVE YOU MADE APPLICATION FOR CITIZENSHIP?: no

_HAVE YOU EVER HAD MILITARY SERVICE?:

_IF SO, WHERE?:

_WHEN?:

_SIGNATURE_: Mary Wallenen

_WITNESS_: Perry Turner